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after traveling for years, they finally arrived
at a city with square shaped gates. a group of

spiky green monsters the size of thor and
balder and with four tentacles for legs

attacked them. iron man got a hold of one of
the creatures to hold it. thor and balder then
used their combined strength to punch the
creature to death. [9] after that, iron man

tells them to rest and not to touch any of the
ones remaining because they are poisonous.
after travelling for years, they finally arrived

at a city with square shaped gates. a group of
spiky green monsters the size of thor and

balder and with four tentacles for legs
attacked them. iron man got a hold of one of
the creatures to hold it. thor and balder then
used their combined strength to punch the
creature to death. [9] after that, iron man

tells them to rest and not to touch any of the
ones remaining because they are poisonous.
tony was taken in and trained by erik selvig,
who was thor's old mentor and was the one
who had trained him and forged his hammer
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mjolnir. erik pointed to tony being as the heir
to thor and put in charge of his training. one
day, erik's name appeared on a list of people

who had been killed during the attack on
asgard, and tony was the only one still alive

after the incident. tony was crushed and
decided that he wanted to be a hero. he
borrowed thor's hammer and decided to

make the list shorter. he made his way to
new york, believing that the city might help
him as he can get in touch with technology
that asgardians can't have access to due to

the fact that erik was dead. as tony
approached his destination, a storm occurred
and tony took the opportunity to search for
the lighthouse of the gods, as his reason for
the journey was said to be as he hoped to

protect the thing. he eventually found it, but
erik was there. erik took the lighthouse,

claiming it was his and that tony should run
back to asgard. as erik was about to unleash
it, tony smashed mjolnir into him and took

the lighthouse for himself. [13]
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kurr's mountain temple was locked by a force
field protecting the throne and the artifacts.
all that remains are the nearby ruins, where
the evil cosmic council is rumored to exist.
the council is evil enough to command the
unleashing of evil beings for their wars, yet
they have won over the good pandoran, but

they are not ready to accept that. the council
wishes for a war with the vashu'em and that
they make the atreides win. thor tried to help
the guardians, but they all agreed to put him
and gamora on a shuttle to return him to the

benatar , leaving star-lord and nebula. as
they were preparing to leave, they were

attacked by the mysterious xandarians and
lost in their land. star-lord insisted that the

guardians stay and help, but the team left as
he warned them about the danger of xandar.
they then arrived at the benatar , which had

been damaged by thanos' attack. the
guardians discovered that thanos had used

the infinity gauntlet to gain a dominant edge
in battle and also mentally subdued mantis.

[27] thor grew suspicious of stark as he
watched him fight. a battle ensued where he

fought and defeated the demigod erebus.
star-lord, gamora, and mantis pursued thanos

as the pair went to the ruins of xandar's
capital, xandar city. with the help of rocket,
the team forced thanos and erebus to board
the shuttle for the planet. stark refused to
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allow them to leave xandar city's orbit in the
interest of planetary safety. following the
thanos' defeat, star-lord faced off with the

rogue titan and believed that the villain had
no intention of returning to their ship. after a
brief chat, star-lord decided that they should
save the civilians on xandar city's surface to

fight another day. before departing, he
wanted to discover the whereabouts of
erebus, the former demigod who had

defeated thanos, the now apparently de-
powered star-lord also wanted to know if he
had a plan to defeat thanos and the black

order. but as he settled in to fight, he did not
expect to meet the second main character of
his game, the asgardian warrior mjolnir. [3]
thor was training on xandar city's surface to

be ready to fight the other main villain,
thanos, and was aware of the imminent

threat posed by the rogue titan. after talking
to star-lord, he challenged and humiliated

iron man while he was unconscious. [1]
thanos, realizing that his tactics worked,

quickly ordered his minions to execute the
helpless iron man. 5ec8ef588b
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